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ARTICLE

From marginalisation to rediscovery of identity: Dalit and
Adivasi voices in Hindi literature
Heinz Werner Wessler

Department of Linguistics and Philology, University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Social issues have been an important concern in modern Indian
literature in general and Hindi literature in particular since its begin-
nings in the 19th century. In recent decades, Dalit and Adivasi
literature – written by author coming from a low caste and tribal
background – have emerged as important Hindi genres. Dalit and
Adivasis form the economically most marginalised groups in India.
Their short stories, poems and essays, as well as autobiographical
texts, are regularly published in important Hindi literary journals.
Some samples have begun to appear in the syllabuses of educa-
tional institutions, indicating an ongoing process of mainstreaming
a new voice in Hindi. Hindi literature and language are becoming
more inclusive and original, and feature challenging new voices.
These developments are related to wider processes of social repre-
sentation, discovery of identity and educational success. The notor-
ious social discrimination and economic marginalisation of Adivasis
and Dalits continues, but literature has become an important tool of
expression for them, indicating a strengthened social identity.
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Social discrimination and economic marginalisation based on caste identity are deeply
built into Indian society. Caste is not exclusive to Hindu society; it is a defining feature of
South Asia as a whole. Even the Muslim-dominated societies of contemporary Pakistan
and Bangladesh continue to perpetuate certain features of caste identity, including caste-
based social marginalisation and the practice of untouchability. Although all the modern
nation-states of South Asia1 forbid untouchability by constitutional law, the practice
notoriously persists.2

Hindu religious scriptures, and in particular the classical Hindu codes of law and ethics,
have canonised social discrimination and untouchability. The Brahmanic literature refers
to an ideal social stratification in terms of varn

_
as; men are born as Brāhmanas (‘priests’),

ks
_
atriyas (‘warriors’), vaiśyas (‘traders’) or śūdras (‘labourers’). As early as in the famous

Purus
_
a hymn in the Rigveda (10,90) – which belongs to a younger stratum of this oldest

and most respected text in Hinduism – society is divided into these four compartments,

CONTACT Heinz Werner Wessler heinzwerner.wessler@lingfil.uu.se Department of Linguistics and Philology,
University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden
1South Asia, formerly often called the ‘Indian Subcontinent’. I would like to thank Robert Appelbaum for his critical
reading of the first draft of this article.

2Sociological studies demonstrate that the practice of caste-based discrimination and untouchability has been a social
reality until today. Compare Mani 2005; Jaffrelot 2005; Guru 2012; Guha 2013.
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even though it is unclear how far this is descriptive or just imaginary. Later texts add a fifth
group: those who are completely excluded from the varṇa scheme. They are avarṇa,
which means lacking any varṇa at all. Several terms have been used to refer to this group:
Sanskrit caṃḍāla, untouchable, casteless, Harijan, SCs (members of the scheduled castes),
or politically correct Dalit.3 Technically, India’s STs (members of the scheduled tribes), who
usually call themselves Adivasis, also belong to this status group. In conservative Hindu
practice, they are impure and even untouchable.

Varṇa is usually translated by the term ‘caste’, but there is another, more accurate
Indian term, which also is usually translated as ‘caste’: jāti. There are thousands of jātis,
defined according to what Max Weber calls the rules of commensality and connubium,
which mark group identity in relation to the purity of food consumption (joint table) and
endogamous marriage. It has been pointed out that the modern and rather rigid forms of
caste behaviour are to some extent a result of the colonial intervention, particularly the
strict ascription of certain professions to certain castes, and effects of the colonial census
dynamics with its focus on social stratification.4 It appears that pre-colonial society was
much more flexible; nevertheless caste-based mechanisms of social exclusion were in
place as far back as we can see in history, and economic marginalisation was strongly
related to it.

The 19th century Hindu reform movement, started by Ram Mohun Roy (1772–1833),
awakened new concern about the social setup of Hindu society. It took up several social
causes, especially women’s education, caste segregation and widow remarriage. The
scandalous practices of untouchability and social marginalisation, however, were more
difficult to tackle. The binary of purity versus impurity plays an important role in the Hindu
perception of the world. Certain occupations are perceived to be impure, as are the social
groups associated with them. In other words, the eradication of untouchability is difficult
to achieve from within Hindu society.

Literature was an important medium of what is sometimes called colonial modernity.
From the second half of the 19th century, Hindi literature was deeply concerned with
issues of social reform. At the same time, however, it often exhibited an indifference to
untouchability. Bhāratendu Hariścandra (1850–1885),5 whose innovations in the early-
modern Hindi literary fields of essay writing, satire, journal editing and drama are widely
celebrated, shows little concern for the excluded castes, as his famous drama
Bhāratdurdaśā (The Bad State of India, 1880) illustrates. The text, as discussed by
Rāmcandra Śukla in his classic history of Hindi literature,6 is a key text not only of the
beginnings of modern Hindi drama, but also of the initial phase of modernity (ādhuniktā)
in Hindi literature overall.

Written primarily for performance on Bhāratendu’s own private stage in Banaras, like
some other plays starting from Bhārat jananī (1877), this play vividly describes the
discontent and despair in contemporary Indian society. As depicted in the play, the
alcohol-drinking and tobacco-smoking Indian elites are copying their colonial masters
and no longer respect Indian traditions of courtesy and behaviour; furthermore, the

3Compare Sharma 2006, 52ff; Narayan 2001.
4Compare Dirks 2001. Wessler 2014, 18-21.
5I quote Indian languages, including author’s names, in correct transliteration, i.e. including diacritical marks. I apologize
for any confusion this may cause for those who are not familiar with this method.

6Śukla 1985.
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inherited Muslim culture is seen as an even more terrible element of Indian life than the
British.

Bhāratdurdaśā is about the shortcomings of Indian and Hindu society and the necessity
of social change. In the third act the play reaches a climax when a certain general, Total
Destruction (satyanāś), dances on stage while singing a terrifying song about the evils of
contemporary Indian society.7 He sings: ‘My name is Total Destruction. I have approached
the king./Took with me thousands of appearances. Have destroyed the whole country./I
have worked hard to extinguish religion [dharma]/have increased the deeds of untouch-
ability [chuāchūt]/ . . . ’.8 He continues: ‘I have created a lot of castes [jāti] and made high
and low.’9 Bhāratendu is critical of caste society and untouchability, but he was a faithful
Vaishnava, and in his personal life rather conservative one. He never went against the
social customs, ritual tradition and beliefs of his wealthy Agravāl family background. This
might explain his polemical remarks on the Advaitvād (non-dualism) associated with the
followers of Lord Śiv. General Total Destruction (sarvanāś) remarks to the king: ‘My Lord,
Vedānta [End of the Veda, i.e. non-dualism] has been extremely kind. It has made all
Hindus into Brahma. Nobody has to follow any obligatory duty any longer . . . enough,
praise to Śiv!’10 The focus on non-dualism in the mainstream Hindu reformmovement was
not his concern.

How modern, after all, was Bhāratendu? He criticised certain aspects of Hindu tradi-
tionalism, and even ‘religion’ (dharma) as such, but at the same time he strictly continued
the traditional Vaishnava polemics against non-dualism. Any question of an overarching
Hindu unity beyond sectarian divisions was not his concern. In any case, he does not really
fit the non-sectarian and secularist image that became an important characteristic of
Hindi authors of the following generations. At the same time, his writing falls short
compared to the Bengali novels of his age, with their religiously based cultural anti-
colonialism, starting from Bankim Candra Chat

_
t
_
arjī’s (1838–1894) Sāmya (1879)11 and

some other examples of Bengali prose literature of the 1880s, and of course the religious
reformer Vivekananda’s (1863–1902) all-embracing Vedanta.

1. Realism

From the beginning of the 20th century, Hindi literature moved towards social realism
(yathārthvād) and the common reformist agenda, partaking in the spirit of cultural
nationalism initiated by Mahāvīrprasād Dvivedī (1864–1938) as editor of the journal
Sarasvatī (from 1903), and continued from the 1910s in the work of especially Munshi
Premcand (1880–1936). Hīrāḍom’s poem Ek achūt kī āh (The Cry of an Untouchable),
published in Sarasvatī (ed. by Mahāvīrprasād Dvivedī, Allahabad 1900–1925) in 1914, is
often taken to be an early example of modern Dalit writing in Hindi, even though the

7Bhāratendu granthāvalī: pahlā khanḍ. Ed. by Śivprasād Miśra. Vārān
_
asī VS 2039 [AD 1982], 137ff. Compare Wessler 2014,

51.
8Hamārā nām hai satyānās. Āe hain rājā ke ham pās./Dharke ham lākhoṃ hī bhes. Kiyā caupat

_
yah sārā des./Bahut hamne

phailāe dharm. Baṛāyā chuāchūt kā karm. P. 138.
9Jāti anekan karī nīc aru ūṃc banāyo, 139.
10Mahārāj, vedānt ne baṛā hī upkār kiyā. Sab hiṃdu brahma ho gae. Kisī ko itikartttavytā bākī hī na rahī. . . . Bas, jay śaṃkar
kī, 139.

11Bankim Candra later withdrew his novel from circulation because of his growing conservatism, even though parts of it
were later reprinted in a collection of his essays titled Bibidh prabandha (1892).
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identity of the author and the context of its production remain unclear. Once published, it
became an important text in the emerging discourse on the ‘uplifting of the untouchable’
(achūtoddhār) of the early 20th century, which soon became an important feature of
Mahatma Gandhi’s (1869–1948) political philosophy and practice. Hīrāḍom, however,
appears to be a pseudonym – the authorship is probably non-Dalit.12

After World War I, and under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, the anticolonial
discourse propelled a mass movement. The growing self-conscious resistance against
colonial rule informed a re-discovery of indigenous cultural and social resources, and the
rapid development of modern literature production. Anticolonial resistance went
together with demands for social reform, including resistance against the evils of caste
society, especially ‘untouchability’, and the promotion of equality. However, the inherent
tension between these two objectives remained. As Sisir Kumar Das explains in his
chapter on the ‘narratives of suffering’ in Indian literature in the late colonial to early post-
colonial epoch, ‘writers found it extremely difficult to reconcile their pride for Hindu social
organizations with the ideas of equality.’13

Premcand (1880–1936), perhaps the most famous modern Hindi author of all, frequently
wrote about the fate of the marginalised in his short stories and novels. In his later writings,
however, he increasingly replaced the nationalist idealism inspired by the non-cooperation
movement of the early 1920s with social pessimism. His famous novel Go-dān,14 published
in 1936, has been interpreted in different ways, but according to one prominent reading the
novel is a radical critique of the systematic exploitation of the poor within the framework of
caste. The plot centres on the fate of a smallholding farmer from a marginal social back-
ground in a modernising agrarian society, even though the exact caste status of the main
characters, Horī and Dhaniyā, cannot be ascertained in the text. One of the most famous
and well-written novels in Hindi Dalit writing, Jayprakāś Kardam’s Chappar, can be read as
a response to Premcand’s famous novel.15 The main character and cultural hero in the
novel, Candan, can be read as a Dalit counterpart to Premcand’s failing hero Horī, who never
finds a way out of the downward spiral of his financial problems and whose vision of
a meaningful existence was connected to his desire to donate a cow to a Brahman.16

A similar approach to social reform can be detected in Indian literatures in other
languages, including English. Mulk Raj Anand’s The Untouchable from 1935 is usually
taken as the starting point of the Indian novel in English.17 Its main character is the latrine
cleaner Bakha. Even though he strongly dislikes his occupation, he cannot find a way out
of his condition. He is incapable of understanding the nature of the discrimination he
experiences and the meaning of the anti-colonialist movement escapes his

12The poem has eventually been composed by Rāmcandra Śukla. Compare Rawat 2015: 345.
13Das 1995: 301.
14In more recent editions, including the text in volume 6 in the Premcand racnāvalī, the spelling of the title is Godān (one
word), but the original edition published by Premcand’s own Sarasvatī-pres in Banaras and the Hindī granth-ratnākar
kāryālay in Bombay has the spelling in two words. The original edition has recently been re-edited by Goyankar, Kamal
Kiśor, Go-dān (pratham saṃskaran, 10 jūn 1936: mūl pāt

_
h). Naī Dillī 2015. In his erudite introduction, Goyankar explains

the complications of the fate of Premcand text editions in general and of Go-dān in particular. The original manuscript
and other material relating to the novel are in the collection of Kalā Bhavan, Banaras Hindu University. A proper
philological edition of what probably is the most famous Hindi novel remains a desideratum.

15Wessler 2010.
16Kardam, Jayprakāś. 2003, Chappar (upanyās). Dillī: Saṃgītā prakāśan [revised ed., first published 1994]. Compare
Wessler 2010.

17Bheemaiah 2005.
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understanding. Bakha is far from developing any form of social consciousness. His only
hope lies in a technical innovation he has heard of, the water closet, which might set him
free from his occupation.

Similarly, the main characters Ghīsū and Mādhav in Premcand’s famous short story
Kafan (The Shroud, 1936)18 are images of the Dalit as someone who is incapable of
understanding the nature of discrimination itself, or of developing social consciousness.
The degrading behaviour of the rural caste society towards the socially excluded pro-
duces degraded personalities – so goes Premcand’s message.

Dalit criticism of Premcand’s treatment of Dalit issues, starting with Omprakāś Vālmīki
in an article from 1994,19 has in recent years focused on his portrayal of the Dalit
characters as passive victims of circumstances. These characters are often contrasted
with the positive Dalit hero, like Candan in Kardam’s Chappar, who manages to master
his fate, terrible circumstances notwithstanding.20 Another controversy arose about
Premcand’s 1925 novel Rangbhūmi, written when Premcand was in his idealist phase.21

One of the main characters is the blind beggar, Sūrdās Camār (Sūrdās the Tanner), a kind
of selfless Gandhian hero. The explicit reference to the low-caste identity of the blind
Sūrdās has been interpreted as derogatory and offensive, and meant to gratify a caste
Hindu readership. Students, so the argument goes, should not be exposed to casteist
terminology, even if the author is as admired as Premcand. Dalit activist Sohanlal
Sumanakshar and members of the Bhāratīy Dalit Sāhitya Akādemī even went so far as
to burn copies of the book in 2004.22 Following this dramatic event, the name Sūrdās
Camār, which makes reference to his camār identity, was replaced by Sūrdās Dalit in
schoolbook editions of certain sections of the famous novel.

Many authors define the positively portrayed hero as the true embodiment of Dalit cetnā,
that is the proper Dalit consciousness.23 However, this content-oriented definition does not
really correspond to reality. Dalit fiction is full of failing heroes, hopeless victims of harsh social
discrimination, and the failure of progress – which illustrates the complexity of defining
criteria for what Dalit literature actually is, beyond the fact that the author is Dalit by birth.

2. Dalit and Adivasi gendered voices

Male Dalit and Adivasi writing in Hindi has often addressed the plight of girls and
women,24 as in Sūrajpāl Cauhān’s prototypical short story Ahalyā, which refers to
a mythical female character who was turned into a stone by the wrath of Indra.

18Premcand racnāvalī, 15: 401-407.
19Samkālīn janmat (1.-15. September 1994); compare Beth 2014: 237.
20Compare Gajarawala 2013: 174ff; Brueck 2014: 43ff; Beth 2014:237ff. I will not go into Dr Dharmvīr’s analysis of Kafan,
which he relates to a biased form of representation of the sexual exploitation of Dalit women. Compare Dharmvīr,
Therīgāthā kī striyāṃ aur ḍā. Ambeḍkar. Nayī dillī: Vān

_
ī prakāśan, 2005 (mātṛsattā, pitṛsattā aur jārsattā; 4). Dharmvīr’s

reading and his opinions on Dalit women have led in return to a strong reaction on the part of some of his critics, such
as Guptā, Raman

_
ikā, ‘Premcand: sāmant kā muṃśī: Dharmvīr kī tālibānī naitiktā kī kasaut

_
ī par’, in: Yuddhrat ām ādmī

[December 2005]: 4–5, a very sharp response to certain opinions held by Dharmvīr on Dalit women in general. On the
controversy as a whole, see the careful interpretation by Gajarawala 2013: 175ff.

21Premcand racnāvalī 3.
22Compare Gajarawala 2013: 7. Sharma 2006, 85ff.
23Raman

_
ikā Guptā lays particular stress on cetnā (consciousness) as a defining characteristic of Dalit literature, which she

prefers to call Ambedkarian literature. This may, according to her, exclude the famous Marathi Dalit author Nāmdev
Ḍhasāl because of his open cooperation with certain political groups.

24Compare Narayan 2006.
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Similarly in an Adivasi poem by Rām Dayāl Muṃḍā, a kind of compassionate, cross-sexual
solidarity runs through the verses: ‘Just like you, I too’: ‘Just like you, I get cow dung as fuel
for the oven’25 – where ‘you’ is the narrator’s aged grandmother.

There is a strong tendency to portray sexual violence – especially the public stripping
and rape of Dalit women – as a process of what is sometimes branded as ‘scripting
atrocities’.26 Many of these stories on the plight of women have a kind of positive male
hero at the centre. Mohandās Naimiśrāy’s novel Ᾱj bāzār band hai,27 for example, is about
how the innocent journalist Sumīt, clearly a kind of alter ego of the author, depicts
prostitutes as the ‘daughters of the nation’, and inspires them to restore their honour,
to challenge their fate and escape their apparently immoral way of life. The selfless
intervention of Sumīt hardly conceals his patronising attitude towards the unhappy
women.

Dalit women write differently.28 While female Dalit writing has much in common with
male Dalit writing, it also has something in common with non-Dalit female writing. An
autobiographical text like Kausalyā Baisantrī’s Dohrā abhiśāp (Double Course)29 chal-
lenges the common male perspective with its implicit or even outspoken pretention to
be non-gendered. Baisantrī’s autobiography contradicts statements that describe male-
female relationships as categorically different in Dalit society than among caste Hindus.
Baisantrī’s husband and many other male characters close to her clearly fit into the
category of male chauvinists in many respects.

A basic point of divergence between the classic Dalit woman’s identity and non-Dalit
female identity has to do with labour. The prototypical Dalit woman contributes to the
family income by working. As a result, she is much more exposed to the outside world,
and is therefore more vulnerable, but also more assertive, than the middle-class woman.
An autobiographical text like the life story of Viramma, a South Indian, working-class Dalit
woman interviewed by French anthropologists, demonstrates this astonishing assertive-
ness of the non-educated woman as labourer. Viramma has never been to school, but she
knows very well how to navigate through her life in the village and to negotiate her
position in conflicts. Viramma’s story also reveals how this assertiveness has repercussions
in her relationship to her husband, which she freely shares with her interviewees
in minute detail. Husband-wife relationships among the rural working class are much
less hierarchical than middle-class marital relationships.30

Since about 1992, Dalit writing – defined by the social identity of the author – has been
promoted as an important genre of Hindi literature. This mainly goes back to the initiative
of two important figures in the development of socially engaged Hindi literature:
Ramanikā Guptā (born 1928),31 editor of the monthly magazine Yudhrat ām ādmī (since
1987), and Rājendra Yādav (1929–2013), editor of Haṃs since its reappearance in 1984 as
perhaps the most important literary magazine in Hindi. Both magazines, along with

25Tumhārī hī tarah maiṃ/tumhārī hī tarah maiṃ gobar pheṃktī hūṃ/ Guptā 2015: 46.
26Brueck 2014:156ff.
27Naimiśrāy, Mohandās. 2004. Āj bājār band hai. Nayī dillī: Vān

_
ī.

28Compare Brueck 2014: 169.
29Baisaṃtrī, Kausalyā. 1999. Dohrā abhiśāp. Dillī: Rājkamal.
30Viramma; Josiane Racine; Jean-Luc Racine. 1995. Une vie paria: Le rire des asservis. Paris: Terre Humaine chez Plon.
31A recent article on Ramanikā Guptā in The Indian Express gives an overview of her impressive life and achievements:
indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/books/their-lives-matter/(16.12.2018).
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Ramanikā Guptā’s book publications, became important tools for bringing short stories,
poems, and essays into the mainstream of Hindi literary culture.

Both inspired a large number of Dalit as well as Adivasi intellectuals and activists to
take up the pen and develop their literary talent; they read their writings, gave them
feedback and helped shape their literary careers. In recent years, Ramanikā Guptā was the
main force behind the formation of the All India Tribal Literary Forum (AITLF), which has
organised several conferences on traditional and modern tribal literature. This forum,
a loose association of Adivasi authors writing in different languages, has developed into
an important platform for Adivasi writing.32 These two highly engaged persons not only
discovered and inspired creative voices, but also linked them to the mainstream discus-
sions on Hindi literature and cultural and social representation. Since 1999, the Dalit
literary yearbook (Dalit sāhitya vars

_
ikī), edited by the Dalit author and activist Jayprakāś

Kardam, has become an important medium of Dalit publishing and writing in Hindi.
In the field of Adivasi literature, the contribution of Ramanikā Guptā is once again

particularly remarkable. Guptā’s involvement goes back to her early career in Hazarībāgh
in modern Jharkhand and her political activism in the Congress Party and later in the
Communist Party of India (CPI), when for some time she served as a member of the
Legislative Assembly of Bihar.

Gupta focuses particularly on ‘consciousness’ (cetnā) as a central concept in Dalit and
Adivasi writing.33 ‘Consciousness’ is the core of social awareness informed by B.R.
Ambedkar’s (1891–1956) tough stand against caste society and his fight for social equal-
ity. Ambedkar is the undisputed historical leader of the Dalit fight for an egalitarian
society.34 At the core of social awareness is ‘experience’ (anubhūti), which is bound to
Dalit identity according to Gupta, as well as Dalit and Adivasi authors. This ‘experience’
entitles the author to claim to authentically represent Dalit or Adivasi issues. In Hindi and
other North Indian languages, the categorical divide between two etymologically closely
related terms, ‘empathy and compassion’ (sahānubhūti) and ‘experience’ (anubhūti), plays
a central role in defining Dalit and Adivasi authorship. Some authors go so far as to deny
the authority of non-Dalits to write about Dalit issues altogether.35

In any case, the binary of anubhūti and sahānubhūtimarks perhaps the most important
pair of polemical terms in debates about Dalit issues in fiction, echoing the categories of
‘male’ and ‘female’ in feminist writing. The crucial point in Dalit writing is that ‘empathy’ is
not enough. It is superficial, if not wholly illusory. It can in any case never compete with
‘experience’.

The publishing of Dalit short stories, poems, and essays, as well as autobiographical
texts, started with the first part of Mohandās Naimiśrāy’s ‘To Each His Own Cage’ (Apne-
apne piṃjṛe) in 1995 (second part published 2000). Dalit writing entered mainstream Hindi
literary journals in the 1990s, with Adivasi writing following in the early 2000s. Some
samples of Hindi Dalit and Adivasi literature have begun to appear in the syllabuses of
educational institutions, further promoting the mainstreaming of Hindi Dalit and Adivasi
literature. Inclusion in the educational canon of Hindi literature is an important tool to

32Compare http://www.ramnikafoundation-yuddhrataamadmi.org/tribal.php (16.12.2018). Guptā 1996; Guptā 2004 and
Guptā 2015.

33Compare Guptā 1996 and other publications of Ramanikā Guptā.
34Compare Jaffrelot 2005. Compare Wessler 2014, 54ff.
35I have never discovered a similar strong refutation in Adivasi writing.
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reach out into society, and is a political objective of the mainstreaming of the literature of
the marginalised.

The focus on anubhūti as the impetus for Dalit and Adivasi writing has encouraged the
common perception that Dalit writing is primarily autobiographical, which may be
a misconception. Several authors complain that publishers prefer autobiographies to
fictional Dalit writing, as I know from my own interaction with Dalit authors. There is
a widespread and rarely questioned understanding among the general readership, and
even a strong fraction of Dalit authors, that autobiography is the most authentic mode of
writing. It is interesting to observe, however, that Adivasi literature has not yet produced
a comparable number of autobiographies.

3. The discovery of history

The term bhakti basically means ‘devotion’ in Sanskrit. In the Bhagavadgītā and other
classic religious texts it signifies an internalised forms of religion that is based on the
personal relationship of the believer to God. Kṛs

_
na argues in the Bhagavadgītā that

devotion (bhakti) is more accomplished than the path of ritual or knowledge. The devo-
tion to Kṛs

_
na is sagun in character, which means it involves devotion to a personal God.

Hindu theology was at the same time much concerned with how sagun bhakti would
relate to nirgun bhakti, devotion to God without personality or manifest form. From about
the 14th century AD, the large amount of popular poetry in vernacular languages focusing
strongly on bhakti signalled a blossoming of devotion within a Hinduism under Muslim
rule in large parts of South Asia.

The speculative theology on the nature of God as sagun and/or nirgun continued to
play an important role in this. Quite a considerable number of low cast or ‘untouchable’
authors appear on the scene, and it is remarkable that the great majority of them favour
nirgun over sagun bhakti. This is related to the exclusion of low caste and ‘untouchable’
communities from temples, bathing places and places of pilgrimage, but also to theolo-
gical considerations relating to God’s universal manifestation and the accompanying
critique of ritual practice and the priesthood.

In conventional Hindi literary historiography, and particularly in Rāmcandra Śukla’s
standard history of Hindi literature,36 nirgun bhakti literature forms a somewhat integral
part of a larger bhaktimovement producing a constant flow of poetry, particularly during
what he calls the ‘epoch of bhakti’ from the 15th to the early 18th century. Śukla clearly
sees nirgun bhakti as part of Hinduism – even though a close reading reveals that he is not
very appreciative of it. This inclusion of nirgun bhakti within Hinduism has been ques-
tioned in Dalit discourse, and was instead explored as a resource for the reconstruction of
Dalit identity.37 Classical nirgun bhakti poets like Kabīr, Raidās, Chokhā Melā and many
others play an important role in contemporary Dalit identity construction. The overall
effort aims at creating a space for these poets outside of Hinduism and that stands in
radical opposition to the sagun forms of bhakti.

This has led to a fundamental challenge to the conventional narrative of Hindi literary
history following Rāmcandra Śukla’s model from the late colonial epoch. Gail Omvedt and

36Śukla 1985.
37Zeliot 2005; Omvedt 2006.
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Eleanor Zelliot have shed light on the visions of social change in nirgun bhakti literature,
but much more research needs to be done, where traditional literature would be re-read
using modern philological and critical methods.38 The common established canon of
authors, the hagiographies, and the dynamics of the oral and the scriptural in tradition-
making still need much more research. The construction of bhaktikāl (the ‘epoch of the
devotional’) and the complementary binary of nirgun and sagun bhakti (monistic and
theistic devotion) reflect an effort to construct a normative literary history of Hindi as part
of the effort to create a joint national cultural identity, but also point to the dangers of
a severe rift between Brahmanic and Dalit identity formations.

However, the Dalit reading of nirgun bhakti literature is a promising new approach to
reaching a better understanding of this peculiar tradition of North Indian literature, and of
Dalit religiosity.39 Let us take the example of Kabīr, whose rediscovery as an important
contributor to Indian intellectual history actually goes back to Rabindranath Tagore and
his edition of One Hundred Poems of Kabir. This volume had a tremendous impact on the
historiography of Hindi literature in its formative phase after the First World War and on
the construction of bhaktikāl with its non-literary division between sagun and nirgun
bhakti.

Under the inclusive paradigm of a nationalist history of Hindi literature, sūfī
premākhyāyan (Sufi love narratives) was placed in the category of nirgun bhakti, while
Kabīr – though technically a Muslim julāhā (Ansārī), i.e. ‘weaver’ – was labelled as
gyānāśrayī (knowledge seeking).

These ascriptions – gyānāśrayī and nirgun – of a certain religious identity within the
larger framework of bhakti literature has left its imprint on the common Indian under-
standing of the place of Kabīr in the history of literature, and has been reproduced in
literary history until the present day.40 Rāmcandra Śukla is the most prominent spokes-
person for this view of Kabīr, even though he also notes shortcomings in Kabir’s religious
syncretism and the lack of refinement in his poetry.41 He further argues that Kabir had put
together some ‘raw elements of Indian monism’ (bhāratīy advaitvād kī kuch sthūl bāteṃ) to
create a hybrid philosophical message, which can be found in its fully developed form in
the great tradition of monism beginning with Śaṃkara (traditionally dated to
788–820 AD). Like many other Kabīr interpreters from Hazārīprasād Dvivedī to Bhīs

_
m

Sāhnī, Śukla accepts, in his drama on Kabīr from 1981,42 the traditional Hindu narrative
about the historical Kabīr as represented in the normative biography Kabīr parchāy by
Anantdās from the beginning of the 18th century.

Deciding whether certain couplets really go back to the historical Kabīr or were simply
attributed to him is tricky. Some authors, particularly Dharmvīr, take compatibility with
modern Dalit sentiment as the key to deciding on the authenticity of individual couplets.
He underestimates or even ignores the importance of philological methods for under-
standing manuscript transmission and editorial practices. The most important point to be
made here is that one must distinguish between the Kabīr tradition and the historical

38Zelliot 2005; Omvedt 2006; compare Mani 2005.
39Compare Deliège 2004; Rawat 2015; Bellwinkel-Schempp 2011.
40Compare Agrawal 2000.
41Ācārya Rāmcandra Śukla graṃthāvalī: bhāg 5 – hindi sāhitya kā itihās. Omprakāś Siṃh (ed.). Pūrva Madhya kāl: bhakti kāl
(VS 1375-1700), prakaran

_
1 http://hindisamay.com/contentDetail.aspx?id=4648&pageno=4 (16.12.2018).

42Sāhnī, Bhīs
_
m. 1981. Kabirā khaṛā bajār meṃ. Naī dillī: Rājkamal.
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Kabīr himself. The historical Kabīr will always remain enigmatic to the contemporary
reader and listener.

Leading Dalit activists and Hindi literary scholars are continually emphasising the
continuing role of nirgun bhakti in Dalit communities in contemporary India, and trace
a direct line from Buddhist beliefs and practices to nirgun bhakti. Some authors, such as
Bhagvān Dās, go even further back in history and trace the line of Dalit intellectual history
from the Indus river civilisation (ca. 3300–1900 BC) to the anti-Brahmanic śramana tradi-
tions (particularly Buddhism) and social egalitarianism expressed in religious terms in
nirgun bhakti.43 Dharmvīr goes even a step further, viewing nirgun bhakti as a clandestine
survivor of the lost Ᾱjīvikā religion and interpreting Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism
as his principle political mistake, particularly since Buddhism’s founder was a member of
the warrior caste.44

The discovery and reconstruction of history are also essential to discussions of Adivasi
identity. ‘The books have yet to be written’ is the title of a poem of Mahādev T

_
oppo: ‘your

history/on the pages of history/is not yet cast into words’.45

To sum up, the construction of history and historiography in India have never been free
of partisanship. Alternative reconstructions of the history of religion in Northern India are
coming from the margins. There is no single, homogeneous voice, but rather a multitude
of perspectives and vocalisations. It is only natural that cultural and religious develop-
ments in what is often termed in recent academic writing ‘Early Modernity’, i.e. the
centuries before the dominance of the British East India Company starting with the battle
of Plassey in 1757, are under scrutiny.46 A critical reading of what is commonly called
‘caste origin stories’ (jāti birādarī kī kathā/jāti kathā) must be part of this undertaking.
These stories often explain the identity of a certain Dalit caste in terms of their being
a former warrior caste that, by some error or heinous trick, was cast down in the hierarchy.
The problem of these stories from a Dalit perspective is that they confirm the existing
social hierarchy as such, but complain about the unjust treatment of their own caste.47

The most conclusive work of an alternative and therefore heterodox historiography
following Dalit partisan readings of their history is perhaps Braj Ranjan Mani’s
Debrahmanising History (2005). Mani is not without predecessors, but his attempt to
frame the formative elements of Dalit intellectual history in a comprehensive whole is
still unique.48

4. Ādivāsī and Dalit discourses

The special importance of Ramanikā Guptā for Adivasi literary discourse has already been
mentioned. In particular, Gupta’s two important collections of Adivasi poetry and short
fiction (Guptā 2002 and Guptā 2015) – most of which was previously published in the
monthly literary journal Yudhrat ām ādmī – demonstrate the wide scope of Adivasi literary
writing, from short stories to poetry, novels, drama, and finally autobiography. Vīrendra

43Dās, Bhagvān. 1998. Maiṃ bhaṃgī hūṃ. Dvitīya saṃśodhit tathā saṃvardhit saṃskaran
_
, Lakhnaū: Pragati [pratham

saṃskaran
_
1981].

44Compare Dharmvīr 2000.
45Racne hoṃge granth/itihās tumhārā/itihās ke pannoṃ par/gaṛhā nahīṃ śabdoṃ meṃ. Guptā 2015: 119.
46Compare Agrawal 2000.
47Compare Narayan 2006: 41ff.
48Compare Bellwinkel-Schempp 2011; Rawat 2015.
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2013 and Mīnā 2014 may serve as examples of how the picture changes when critical
Adivasi writing enters the scene. The title of the 2015 book, and the inclusion of a number
of non-Adivasi authors, shows how Adivasi literature in Hindi or in Hindi translation is in
the process of becoming mainstream – similar to what happened with Dalit literature
a few years earlier.

A word on language is essential in this context. While Hindi has been the undisputed
language of Dalit creative writing from the very beginning of contemporary Dalit litera-
ture – that is, Modern Standard Hindi (Khaṛī bolī) with some stray dialectal elements here
and there – it is a relative newcomer in regions with a prominent Adivasi population.
Given the growing importance of Hindi in education and media, particularly in the state of
Bihar and, since 2002, the new state of Jharkhand, many authors have turned to Hindi,
although they continue to use a tribal language at home and perhaps in communicating
among friends and relatives.

Nirmalā Putul for example began writing in Santhali. Some samples of her poetry
translated into Hindi by Aśok Siṃh are included in Guptā 2002. In 2004, her first collection
of poems was published in a bilingual edition in Santhali (in Devanagari script) and in
a Hindi translation by Aśok Siṃh.49 Guptā (2015) again includes some selected poems by
Nirmalā Putul, but this time no translator is named, so that it appears that these poems
were written by her in Hindi. Jasintā Kerket

_
t
_
ā’s poems are in the part of the book that

represents Kuṛukh, but her poetry is originally composed in Hindi. Mahādev T
_
oppo is

presented under the heading ‘Kuṛukh’, even though he also composes predominantly in
Hindi, while the perhaps most prominent contemporary Adivasi intellectual and Hindi
poet, Rām Dayāl Muṃḍā (1939–2011), is found under ‘Munḍārī’. Writers are asserting their
Adivasi identities even though they may not be using their traditional Adivasi languages.

Clearly, Hindi is making strong advances as the common tongue of Adivasi writing, and
metropolitan spaces like Ranchi, the capital of Jharkhand, are catalysts for the creation of
a homogenised Hindi-speaking Adivasi public. In the long run, with its huge number of
readers, Hindi has the advantage over other languages, and is likely to win out. Jasintā
Kerket

_
t
_
ā, for example, who is one of the most promising young Adivasi authors, and

whose work has recently been translated into German and published in a bilingual
edition, sees herself first and foremost as a Hindi author. She even refuses to be described
as a female or Adivasi author, even though her femininity and caste background are
explicitly expressed in her poetry.50 The German edition was published as a collaboration
between the Draupadi Publication House in Heidelberg (Germany) and Adivaani (Kolkata)
with their dynamic editors Christian Weiss (Draupadi) and Ruby Hembrom (Adivaani).51

Adivaani focuses in particular on English translations of the multilingual Adivasi literature.
Within a short span of time, Ruby Hembrom – who herself is a Santhali and fluent in
several languages, including Hindi and Bengali – has managed to produce about two
dozen well-edited books, including a volume of indigenous Canadian stories.52 ‘We seek
the participation of Adivasi contemporary writers, poets and researchers and anyone who

49Putul, Nirmalā. 2004 Apne ghar kī talāś meṃ. Dillī: Ramanika Foundation.
50Kerket

_
t
_
ā, Jasintā. 2016. Glut – Aṃgor: Gedichte Hindi-Deutsch. Heidelberg: Draupadi.

51Web addresses: draupadi-verlag.de and adivaani.org (16.12.2018).
52Simpson, Leanne Betasamosake. 2011. Dancing on our turtle’s back: Stories of Nishnaabeg re-creation, resurgence and
a new emergence. Kolkata: Adivaani (also published by: Winnipeg.: Arbeiter Ring Publications).
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feels for the Adivasi cause to help preserve and amplify the Adivasi voice, the adivaani,’
writes the publication house about its work.53

5. Economic marginalisation and literature

The twomost economically and culturallymarginalised groups in Indian society are Dalits and
Adivasis. Both are fighting not only for economic benefits, but also for cultural representation,
and identity.54 Their discourses havemuch in common, and some terms have emerged in the
language to indicatewhat is common to themboth. The twomost important of these, namely
bahujan (‘majority’) andmūlnivāsī (‘original inhabitants’), refer to competing political agendas,
the former relating to a socialist party that formed the provincial government in Uttar Pradesh
three times under its chiefministerMayavati, and the latter predominantly usedbygroups that
opt for violent resistance. In the field of literature, Hindi Dalit writing began in the 1990s in
emulation of the strong tradition of Marathi Dalit writing that developed with the political
activism of the Dalit Panthermovement in the late 1960s. Over time, Hindi discourse has come
to include a diversity of voices from all kinds of marginal castes, in a way that goes far beyond
the more homogenised Marathi Dalit writing.

In the world of Hindi Dalit writing, authors come from different social and regional
backgrounds and develop different and sometimes contrary opinions, for example on the
question of the necessity of conversion to Buddhism. Dr Ambedkar formally converted
some three months before his death in 1956, and a large number of Dalits in Maharashtra,
and later from all over North India, followed suit. The appropriation of Dalit religious and
cultural history is in full swing, but as yet has only begun to develop a sophisticated
methodology and scope. The rediscovery of nirgun bhakti as a form of Dalit religiosity is an
important step towards a more conclusive image of Dalit history and reconfiguration of
identity.55

Contemporary Dalit writing is to quite some extent metropolitan literature, while the
space of Adivasi literature is still much closer to the village, nature, and agriculture. The
metropolis – Delhi in particular – provides a space where middle-class Dalits can enjoy
a certain degree of anonymity and engage in forms of interaction that go ‘beyond
caste’.56 A new generation of Dalit and Adivasi authors is arriving on the scene, authors
who increasingly reflect middle-class urban identities and are developing new forms of
narrative, relinquishing the social realism of their predecessors. Younger authors such as
Ajay Nāvariyā explore narrative spaces beyond social realism.57

Social experience is not static, and is always conditioned. A certain gap always exists
between an experience as such and the experience as it is reflected upon and
fictionalised.58 Dalit authors usually belong to social groups that have only recently

53Compare adivaani.org/about/(16.12.2018).
54Compare Appadurai 1996 on the dynamics of cultural identity in a period of globalization.
55Compare Webster 1999: 101ff.
56Compare Guha 2013.
57Nāvariyā 2012.
58Immediacy relating to experience is not simply a given fact. Experience is always conditioned. This is particularly true for
traumatic forms of experience. Before a certain amount of time has elapsed, it is almost impossible to write about
traumatic experience. This is true of American writing about slavery as well as for holocaust literature written by
survivors of World War II German concentration camps. Most authors who have published on their memories of their
stay in concentration camps, either in the form of autobiographical or fictional texts, only began writing decades later.
Compare Hunter 2018.
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gained access to schooling and university-level education. What Gopal Guru describes as
‘mud-house authors’59 hardly exist in Hindi. The great majority of authors look back on
experiences of discrimination in their childhood or as young adults. Authors usually have
gone through the common higher education system. Omprakāś Vālmīki reports his
mother’s reaction when, as a young boy, he is asked by members of his caste to join in
skinning a pig; she responds, ‘Omprakāś doesn’t have to do this kind of work!’60 In other
words, the mother of the future Dalit author does not want him to do as the other,
uneducated, boys and men of his caste, since he is one of the first boys to go to school.
However even the educated Dalit, and similarly the educated Adivasi, experiences social
discrimination based on his (or her) identity as member of a marginal group, irrespective
of any education or economic uplift.

Young authors question the dominance of autobiography, sometimes in opposition to
the older generation. They may focus on new forms of narrativity, such as in the magic
realism of some of Ajay Nāvariyā’s short stories, and the melancholic poetic imaginary of
Jasintā Kerket

_
t
_
ā. Experiences, and the identities relating to them, do change over time and

across generations, but the challenges mark the fertile ground on which Dalit and Adivasi
voices have been blossoming in recent decades.

From the perspective of connoisseurs of Hindi literature, the emergence of these Dalit and
Adivasi literary voices is extremely fortunate. Chandra Bhan Prasad, the famous author and
editor of the ‘Dalit Diary’ in ‘The Pioneer’ since 1999, in his campaign for English, has argued
that ‘Indian languages are more about prejudices, discrimination and hatred and less about
expressions and communications’.61 This astonishing statement, used by a Dalit author in the
21st century, is meant to support the Dalit cause; Chandra Bhan Prasad is a strong advocate of
English education for Dalits, since mother tongue education is used to prevent the margin-
alised from improving their lot.62 Indeed, English is not just a medium of communication in
South Asia as a whole, but is also a social stratifier, systematically excluding themajority of the
population from participation in the dominant public discourse.

Chandra Bhan Prasad’s polemics, culminating in his ‘Lord Macaulay birthday parties’
and the ‘Goddess of English temple’, mock the ongoing importance of English as a social
status symbol. However, he cuts a long argument a little bit too short. First of all, already in
1938 Raja Rao argued, in the preface to his famous and often reprinted novel Kanthapura,
a key novel of Indian English literature, that Indians cannot and should not write like the
English, even though they may use their language. Most of the famous modern authors in
Hindi – including Premcand – have had a good command of English and read foreign
literature in the English original or English translation from other languages. The famous
non-Dalit Hindi author Agyey (given name: Hīrānand Saccidānand Vātsyayan, 1911–1987)
once argued in an essay on language and identity that the importance of literature in
regional languages for Indian authors has to do with the imminent danger of ‘living in
translation’. ‘It may seem a cruel observation, and I should hate to be cruel to people
younger than myself, but more and more of them appear to have been content with

59Guru 2012.
60Omprakāś yah kām nahīṃ karegā! Vālmīki, Omprakāś, Jūt

_
han. Naī dillī 1999 [repr. of 1997], 59. English translation:

Valmiki, Omprakash. 2003. Joothan: An Untouchable’s Life. Translated from the Hindi by Arun Prabha Mukherjee.
New York: Columbia University Press.

61Chandra Bhan Prasad in ‘The Pioneer’ (Dalit Diary), 29. October 2006.
62Compare chandrabhanprasad.com (16.12.2018). Compare Prasad 2011 (first chapter).
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a situation, in which they try to express in one language, what they only found possible to
experience . . . in or through another language.’63

The choice of English instead of the language of the people in a postcolonial setup has
an impact on the contents of narrated Dalit and Adivasi experience as well as its very
nature. Switching from a regional language to a language of higher social status or even
global importance – e.g. Chinese, French, English, Portuguese, or Spanish – does not
mean that the discriminatory character of discourses automatically changes together with
the linguistic medium.64

Hindi literature has profited a great deal from the infusion of Dalit and Adivasi
contributions in recent years. New voices continue to challenge conventional forms of
writing, constantly enriching Hindi literature and beyond that enriching the composite
culture of India as such with new forms of communication and expression.

Dalit and Adivasi writing today expresses the emerging identity65 of a group in society
that historically has been socially and economically marginalised for a very long time.
Naturally, the discourse on Dalit and Adivasi literature and identity must be interpreted
within the wider framework of the construction of Indian identity as a whole, and of
economic marginalisation in general.66 Dalit and Adivasi authors in India are fighting
against discrimination and marginalisation, developing narratives of their own, and
demanding their rights in a nation-state that, at least theoretically, strives to provide
equal opportunities to all its citizens, and to critically reflect on their identities.
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